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“At St. Luke’s School we follow the example of 

Christ. By being God’s disciples here on Earth. 

We strive to be the best that we can be. To do 

the best that we can do and to make God 

proud.” 
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Date: 4/6/20 

Approved by governors: 

Date shared with staff:  
 

 

 

Policy Content 
This policy contains details of our school’s bereavement arrangements in the following areas:  

 

1. School Background 

2. Rationale 

3. Objectives 

4. Responsibilities 

5. Procedures 

6. Resources 

7. Example letter informing parents of the death of a pupil 

8.  Example letter informing parents of the death of a member of staff 

9. Example letter to send to a bereaved child 

10. A conversation guide for first responders to bereavements, tragic news and critical 

incidents 

11. Suggested steps to take to meet your own needs after responding. 

12. Developmental Understanding 

 

 

1. School Background 

 
At St. Luke’s R.C. Primary School, Jesus is our special friend.  He helps us to work together by 
making everyone feel welcomed.  He wants us to recognise how especially different everyone is. He 
wants us to pray, work and play together knowing that he is with us.  He wants us to look after our 
world and to love and respect each other because we believe that all people matter. 

 
St. Luke’s is a Catholic School established to serve the needs of Catholic parents and their children 
within the parish of Our Lady of Hope. The school is conducted in accordance with the rites and 
practices of the Catholic Church and embraces a philosophy of life and education, which is Christ-
centred. This philosophy is based on our love of one another.  
 
We acknowledge that bereavement affects individuals differently and we are committed to providing 
practical and reasonable support 

 
2. Rationale 

 
Every 22 minutes in the UK a parent of dependent children dies, leaving about 41,000 bereaved 
children each year. Many more are bereaved of a grandparent, sibling, friend or other significant 
person, and, sadly, around 12,000 children die in the UK each year.  
 
Within our school community there will almost always be some recently bereaved children who are 
struggling with their own situation – or sometimes the entire school community is impacted by the 
death of a member of staff or a pupil. We would hope to not encounter such circumstances, but the 
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statistical inevitability of such an occurrence implies the necessity of having a Bereavement Policy in 
place in order that we might be proactive, rather than reactive, when responding to these sensitive 
situations.  
 
The school recognises the need to address bereavement specifically, as well as other losses such as 
divorce and separation. At St Luke’s we recognise that we must deliver the five outcomes outlined in 
the Children Act 2004, by being proactive in preparing all staff and pupils for loss and grief and 
being reactive in supporting them whilst taking into consideration the wishes of relevant parties. 
Empathic understanding in the familiar and secure surroundings of school may be all the 
bereavement support some children – or staff – require, though referral to more specialist support 
should be a consideration where the impact of grief is more complex.  
 

3. Objectives 

 
This bereavement policy is intended to reflect our positive ethos and contribute to the caring 
community we wish to nurture. It is hoped it will contribute considerably to the emotional health and 
well- being of our school community.  
The core intentions of the policy is to ensure that pupils and all members of staff faced with a 
bereavement are provided with support.  
• To express their feelings in a safe environment. 
• To be given space and time to come to terms with their loss. 
• To access to specialist advice if necessary.  
 

4. Responsibilities 

 
The management of a bereavement situation is a whole school issue but there needs to be clear lines 
of accountability to ensure our aims are fulfilled. The main areas of responsibility are outlined below: 
 

The role of the governing body  

 To approve policy and ensure its implementation, to be reviewed in three years.  

 

Wellbeing Coordinator 

 To monitor progress and liaise with external agencies.  

 To be the first point of contact for the individual concerned and their family or nominate a member 
of staff to be first point of contact  

 To identify appropriate support within the school community for the individual concerned  

 To offer support as appropriate to pupils in the wider school community 

 To keep the governing body fully informed.  

 

5. Procedures 

 
When a bereavement or loss situation occurs the following steps will be taken:  

 Contact with the family should be established and their wishes respected in communicating with 

others. Factual information is essential to avoid rumour and confusion, whilst being sensitive to 
cultural and religious considerations.  

 Staff will be informed and decisions taken concerning the best way to inform pupils and for the 
internal mechanisms for support to be organised and employed.  

 Pupils who are affected should be informed, preferably in small groups, by someone known to them 

 The school should be aware that the school timetable may need a degree of flexibility to 

accommodate the needs and wellbeing of children affected by the situation. However, minimal 
disruption to the timetable also offers a sense of security and familiarity. 
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 The Local Authority and other agencies will be informed and involved as appropriate.  

 If appropriate, a press statement will be prepared and a strategy for dealing with the media agreed 

with the family.  

 Discussions will take place concerning attendance at the funeral and any memorial service agreed 
with the family.  

 The above information will be recorded.  

 School should be aware that the impact of bereavement follows a child throughout their school life 
so information should be recorded and shared with relevant people, particularly at transition points. 

 A review process will be agreed with the appropriate staff.  It is recognised that the situation for 
the child, young person and/or family will be monitored over time. 
 

6. Helpful Resources 

 

Winston’s Wish 
www.winstonswish.org 
 

Grief Encounter   
www.griefencounter.org.uk/professionals-schools 
Support for bereaved children and their families. Including downloadable documents:   

 Children’s concepts of death by age  

 Supporting a Grieving Child in the Classroom  

 Informing the School Community of a Death  

 Download grief talk Posters 

 Preparing Students for the Return of Grieving Classmate  

  

Child Bereavement UK   
www.childbereavementuk.org 
Child Bereavement UK also have a drop-in facility for families and professionals in the Salford Royal 
Hospital on the fourth Thursday of each month.   
 

CRUSE 
www.cruse.org.uk 
Support, advice and information to children, young people and adults when someone dies. There’s a 
section for schools www.cruse.org.uk/get-help/for-schools 
 

Gaddum 
www.gaddumcentre.co.uk 
Gaddum provides a needs-led therapeutic service for Manchester and Salford children and families. 
The Gaddum Centre offers Children’s Bereavement Counselling and works with individuals following 
a bereavement. Initially it has to be a young person who is referred. Once that referral has been 
accepted, they can also provide support to the adults who are caring for the child or young person.    
 
 

7. Example letter informing parents of the death of a pupil 

Before sending a letter home to parents about the death of a pupil, permission must be gained from the 

child’s parents. The contents of the letter and the distribution list must be agreed by the parents and 

school.  
 
Dear Parents/Carers  
 

http://www.winstonswish.org/
http://www.griefencounter.org.uk/professionals-schools
http://www.childbereavementuk.org/
http://www.cruse.org.uk/
http://www.cruse.org.uk/get-help/for-schools
http://www.gaddumcentre.co.uk/
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Your child’s class teacher had the sad task of informing the children of the death of … a pupil in Year 
… .  
 
( … died from an illness called cancer. As you may be aware, many children who have cancer get 
better but sadly had been ill for a long time and died peacefully at home yesterday.)  
 
He/She was a very popular member of the class and will be missed by everyone who knew him/her.  
 
When someone dies it is normal for their friends and family to experience lots of different feelings like 
sadness, anger and confusion.  
 
The children have been told that their teachers are willing to try to answer their questions at school 
but if there is anything more that you or your child needs to know, please do not hesitate to ring the 
school office and we would be more than happy to help you.  
 
(We will be arranging a memorial service in the school in the next few months as a means of 
celebrating …’s life.)  
 
Yours sincerely  
 

8. Example letter informing parents of the death of a member of staff 
 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
Your child’s class teacher had the sad task of informing the children of the tragic death of … who has 
been a teacher at this school for a number of years.  
 
Our thoughts are with …’s family at this time and in an effort to try to respond to his/her death in a 
positive way, all the children have been informed.  
 
When someone dies it is normal for family and friends to experience many different feelings like 
sadness, anger and confusion, and children are likely to ask questions about the death that need to 
be answered honestly and factually in terms that they will understand.  
 
The children have been told that their teachers are willing to try and answer their questions at school 
but if there is anything else you or your child needs to know, please do not hesitate to ring the 
school office and we will be more than happy to help you.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 

9. Example letter to send to a bereaved child  

  

Please note, it will be important that the letter is personalised based on your knowledge of the child, 

family and context.   
 
Dear …,   
  
I am so sorry that your … has died.  
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I am wondering how you are feeling. It might be a strange and confusing time for you. All feelings 
are normal and OK. There is no right way to feel when someone has died.   
  
I am thinking about you. Mrs …, Miss … and Mrs … are thinking about you too. I will be thinking 
about your kindness, because I’ve noticed how caring and helpful you are to the younger children on 
the playground. I will also be thinking about your wonderful singing voice. At the moment, you 
might feel like singing sometimes, and sometimes you might not. I am looking forward to hearing 
you singing in assembly when we are all back together in school.   
  
I plan to phone you and your family, to find out more about how you are doing. You can choose 
whether you would like to speak to me.  
  
I hope to speak to you soon.   
Best wishes 
 

10. A conversation guide for first responders to bereavements, tragic news and 

critical incidents 
 
This document provides some additional guidance for those who may be responding to 
bereavements, tragic news and critical incidents, either in person or by other methods of 
communication (e.g. by telephone). This document should be read alongside the 'Guidance for 
Educational Settings on Supporting Those Bereaved During Covid-19, Salford and Tameside 
Educational Psychology Service' that has been circulated to educational settings.   
• This conversation requires a calm, steady, quiet and sensitive approach. It will be important to 
allow the person to tell their story, and to listen.  
• You might want time to take a breath and steady yourself. It is okay to ask for a pause, for 
example to get something to note down contact details and important information.  
• Demonstrate that you are listening through occasional gentle responses. These could be empathetic 
sounds or short phrases like “Oh I’m so sorry”, “I’m listening”, “Take your time”.  
• Leave pauses so that the caller does not feel hurried and has time to gather their thoughts.  
• Allow the caller to tell their story in their words and in their own time and avoid asking questions. • 
You can check that you have heard and understood by paraphrasing back, for example “You said 
that he died at home last night, is that right?” and again leave pauses so that the caller can correct 
you.  
• When the conversation reaches a natural break, explain that you need to take clear notes of the 
important information.   
• It may become apparent that there are additional complexities and/or that there is likely to be an 
impact on the wider community. Therefore, it might be important to obtain as much accurate, factual 
information about the critical incident as possible. Bear in mind that it is very easy for rumours to 
spread. Uncertainty or misinformation can greatly add to distress levels, create confusion and will 
take time and effort to correct.  
• Before ending the call, check that you have collected sufficient factual information and the personal 
and contact details of the person you are talking to. The table on page 2 may provide a guide for 
the sort of information it might be helpful for first responders to gather.   
• After alerting others it is important that you give yourself time to process the information and your 
own thoughts and feelings before getting back to work. It may be helpful to share your reaction with 
a colleague. Please refer to the checklist below.    
  

Template for Gathering information as a first responder   
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It will be important for the first responder to be sensitive and genuine and the conversation should 
feel as natural as possible; however, the below table might provide an idea of what sort of 
information it will be helpful to gather.   
 
 

Who has called?    Name: 
 
Position:  
 
Relationship with the person or family affected: 
 
Contact details for getting in touch later:   
 
 

What happened?  
 
 
What is the nature of the incident?  
 
 
When did it happen?  
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Who has been affected?  
For example, note the names and ages of 
children attending the school  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Who else has been contacted?  
  
  
Who else is offering support?  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Ask the caller “what else is it important 
for you to tell us?”  
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11. Suggested steps to take to meet your own needs after responding. 
This is for anyone who is responding to bereavements, critical incidents, or tragic news, whether 
directly or indirectly e.g. office staff, family, friends. During the safety talk when flying, we are urged 
to put on our own oxygen mask before we help others; it is important for us all to consider our own 
needs in order to respond effectively and safely to others.   
 

Immediate:  
• Ideally find someone to talk to (colleague, friend, partner) within the first 12 hours. If there is no 
one, sit quietly and go over the events in as much detail as possible. Carry out your own debrief in 
drawn/written form.  
• Ask yourself/a colleague ‘am I best placed to support, might I be significantly affected by the news 
and unable to respond effectively?  
• Ask 'do I need someone to pick up other tasks or duties for me?'  
• Tell a partner/family about your involvement because you may not feel sociable or you may feel 
upset or angry; be mindful that they might not feel able to be willing listeners.   

Short Term:  
• Share your experience with colleagues. Participate in personal/team discussion both for support and 
sharing of experiences.   
• Be aware that you may experience physical and emotional effects such as fatigue, anxiety, 
depression, irritability, aggression, anger, etc. which are normal reactions.  
• Consider setting up a ‘buddy’ system so that everyone is able to support each other.  
 

Long Term:  
• Be gentle with yourself! Remember that we can’t ‘fix’ everything and we are bound to feel helpless 
at times. Caring and being there are sometimes more important than doing.  
• Give support, encouragement and praise to peers and to colleagues. Learn to accept it in return.  
• At the end of each day, focus on a positive thing that occurred during the day.  
• Take time to care for yourself and engage in hobbies or relaxing activities.  
• If you feel you are continuing to have intrusive thoughts about the event and these feelings are not 
lessening after a few weeks, you may need some more support. Your GP may be able to signpost you 
to relevant help and you may wish to contact the EPS to support with this. 
 

12. Developmental Understanding 
 
 


